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R E AC H O U T – P U S H F O R WA R D – A I M H I G H !
WORKING HARD TO HELP CHANGE THE WORLD

“Giving back is a massively important ethos.
I am extremely proud that Patron continues
to be a hugely charitable organisation and
applaud the hard work that has inspired
and encouraged the whole company and
broader network to get involved.”
Keith Breslauer, Managing Partner

Our Vision

Create positive
change whenever
and wherever
it is needed

Support where
life prospects are
impaired and
empower individuals

Reach out
and break down
barriers to promote
understanding

How We Differ
■ Patron makes the entirety

■ Patron engages an extensive

■ Patron gives significant grants and

■ Patron ensures that charitable

■ Patron prioritises direct interaction

■ Patron measures success by

of its resources available for
charitable benefit
impact is at the heart of the business,
informing every decision

network to educate, inspire
and motivate

with charity beneficiaries to create true
understanding and metric testing

sponsorship which drive further
donations and awareness
individual stories and their
multiplier effects

Patron’s Charitable Initiatives Have Helped...

220+ servicemen and
over £2 million+ raised for
The Royal Marines Charity

5,000+ UK teachers
impacting 520,000+
school children

4,000+ children in Nepal
and new teacher training
facility established

Our Armed Forces Initiative
supports current or
retired veterans to pursue
their dreams and
overcome challenges

We support and fund projects,
working with teachers and improving
education in the UK, along with vital
refurbishment and construction of
new schools around the world

Supporting society, providing
immediate support for the vulnerable
plus working with charities and
organisations in construction to
help preserve the environment

Patron’s 18th Anniversary Challenge
To mark Patron’s 18th anniversary 2017–2018, the wider Patron team successfully completed a challenge to, within 12 months:

Complete 18 charitable endeavours that significantly impact the lives of others

1.

Keith Breslauer sponsors and joins a 35
person Royal Marine/Royal Navy rehab
team paddling 85 miles & marching 100
miles retracing ‘Operation Frankton’s’
WWII Raid, raising awareness of servicemen with life changing injuries.

2.

Patron hosts an engagement event
for Whizz-Kidz with CEO Ruth Owen
OBE and Ambassador Ed Balls; as a
result, Whizz-Kidz was awarded
‘Charity of the Year‘ by a major law
firm (one of Patron’s advisers).

3.

A 27-strong Patron and friends team
complete the Royal Parks’ Half
Marathon raising in excess of £14k,
split between Patron’s principal
partner charities.

4.

Patron’s legal team with their advisers,
deliver a programme of talks, workshops
and internships to leavers at Holland
Park School London, discussing
employment options in Law and the
broader corporate environment.

5.

Patron sponsors Rock2Recovery,
an organisation working to help those
with combat stress, with consulting
space and reception/admin services
at Patron’s London office to help over
500 people in the year.

6.

Kendall Langford (Patron, General
Counsel) joins 110 riders on a 200km
horseback race across the Sahara
Desert, raising £13k for the
Moroccan Children’s Trust.

7.

Patron sponsors The Royal Marines
Charity’s Flagship Fundraising Dinner
event (at Guildhall) and drove table
sales to raise record proceeds.

8.

Patron’s funding helps build a new
teacher training facility/hostel in Nepal,
an earthquake proof ‘Earthship’ built
on sustainability principles.

9.

Tim Street (Patron, Senior Advisor)
sponsors and leads a team in the
‘HotChillee’ London to Paris bike-ride,
during the hottest days on record,
raising £5k and awareness for
The Royal Marines Charity.

10.

Patron provides dedicated finance
and investment internships at their
London office for three young
wheelchair users, nominated by
charity Whizz-Kidz.

11.

Patron sponsors retired RM veterans
Steve Sparkes & Mick Dawson to complete
‘The Great Pacific Race’, rowing 2,400
miles (California to Hawaii). Steve becomes
first blind man to row the Pacific Ocean
and the team complete in 82 days!

12.

Patron’s IT Consultant Matt Palmer joins
a sponsored walk (London to Brighton),
raising £3k for the children’s charity
Make a Wish Foundation.

13.

An all female Patron team complete
the intense 5km Royal Marines
Commando Challenge course,
raising over £10k for The Royal
Marines Charity.

14.

Shelley Larsen (Patron, Investment
Team PA) takes part in ‘Shine Night’,
a 26-mile sponsored walk through
London at night, to raise funds for
charity Cancer Research UK.

15.

Kevin Cooke (Patron, Development
Director) provides mentoring to 1416 year olds struggling with disrupted
education, which was run by charity
LifeLine Projects.

16.

Ian McClelland (Patron’s Physical Trainer)
leads a Mountain Trek with charity
HomeStraight, organised for a group
of people recovering from addiction
issues, with sponsorship from Patron.

17.

Patron sponsors RM Lee Spencer
‘The Rowing Marine’ – who breaks
record and becomes first amputee
to row solo across the Atlantic (3,500
miles) in 61 days, raising £50k for the
RMC and other charities.

18.

Geraldine Schmit (Patron, MD Lux.)
uses Patron’s financial sponsorship and
her personal contacts to deliver free
Krav Maga training programmes to
vulnerable women in India, France & UK.

“Thank you – it was a fantastic event and I thought the combination of the historian and the Royal Marines
made for a very engaging and inspiring evening. I don’t think people have any idea of the importance that
Norway played in the Second World War and I feel much more educated subsequent to yesterday’s talks.
I just wanted to personally thank you all for everything you do on behalf of so many charities and for taking
Whizz-Kidz under your wing, being so incredibly generous with your time and offers of support.”
Ruth Owen OBE (Chief Executive of Whizz-Kidz) at the ‘Norway 75’ Launch Event

The Greatness Lectures
Celebrating the greatness of the human spirit in its ability to achieve great feats and overcome adversity...
Patron has long espoused the approach: ‘Reach Out – Push Forward – Aim High’, and so from the beginning of 2017 we
have curated a series of early evening talks by individuals who are the embodiment of this spirit. The continuing talks are
an opportunity for friends of Patron to hear from those who have overcome adversity, devoted themselves to making a
difference to the lives of others, or achieved truly exceptional feats. These events are not part of a fundraising exercise;
they are intended to motivate, educate, inspire and enrich the Patron team, our friends and partners. Typically consisting
of a talk followed by a Q&A session, the lectures offer an opportunity for informal conversation over drinks/light refreshments.

Jake Meyer – ‘Scaling New Heights’
9th January 2017

Rabbi Joseph Dweck – ‘What Makes a Hero?’
10th May 2017

Jake Meyer is a world record breaking British
Mountaineer. Aged 21 he became the youngest
Briton to climb Everest and the youngest to
complete the ‘Seven Summits’. He also faced
testing challenges with two failed attempts prior
to a successful summit of K2. Jake delivered a
fascinating talk and he is known as the ‘Climber
of Tall Things and Teller of Tall Tales’.

Joseph Dweck, Senior Rabbi, discussed ‘What
Makes a Hero?’, touching on some of the ancient
teachings on this subject. He delivered a deeply
intellectual yet highly accessible and warmly
inclusive lecture, which was enthusiastically
received by our audience of many different
faiths and cultures.

Mark Ormrod – ‘Overcoming Challenges’
9th February 2017

Rock2Recovery & Author Matthew Green –
‘PTSD: The Silent Battle’
6th June 2017

The former Royal Marines Commando and first
triple amputee survivor of the Afghanistan
conflict told his inspirational story of dealing
with life-changing injury, through rehabilitation,
recovery and subsequent career achievements
as an author, inspirational speaker and Invictus
Games double gold and silver medal winner.

Matthew Green, author of ‘Aftershock’ & RM
veterans Jamie Sanderson & Jason Fox spoke
openly about their experiences of the psychological impact of combat and of helping PTSD
sufferers via their Rock2Recovery charity, which
aids the many who struggle with the after-effects
of active service.

Dr. David Starkey CBE –
‘Lessons From History: What’s Next?’
30th March 2017

Conrad Humphreys & Baz Gray –
‘Pioneering Voyager Stories’
19th September 2017

Renowned historian, broadcaster, writer and
presenter Dr. David Starkey CBE discussed what
he considers is only ‘the second Brexit’, significant
but not without precedent, and argued in detail
with passion and humour that King Henry XIII’s
breach with Rome 500 years ago has many
similarities to our current breach with Brussels.

Conrad Humphreys and RM (ret.) Baz Gray
discussed their incredible sea journeys: Conrad
recreating Captain Bligh’s 4,000-mile famous
‘Bounty’ voyage using the same equipment, and
Baz discussing sailing from Antarctica to South
Georgia Island in the Southern Atlantic Ocean,
recreating Sir Ernest Shackleton’s 1916 rescue mission.

Mark Ormrod

Ed Balls

Ruth Owen OBE

Sir Paul Grant

Dr. David Starkey
CBE

Dr. Tom Keene – Marking the 75th
Anniversary of the ‘Cockleshell Heroes’
24th October 2017

Hosting the Royal Marines for the
‘Norway 75’ Launch Event
16th May 2018

Dr. Tom Keene, writer & military historian, discussed
the background, mission and outcome of ‘Operation
Frankton’. Tom joined Keith Breslauer to recreate
the mission with a group of RMs and injured
Hasler personnel. The raid in Dec 1942 by the
‘Cockleshell Heroes’ across France (85-mile
kayak & 100-mile run), was so important that
Churchill claimed it helped shorten the war.

Patron was honoured to host and be key partners
of the launch of ‘Norway 75’ – a team of 8 Royal
Marines who traversed Norway retelling the stories
of the WWII Commando raids. The journey was a
tough physical challenge that took 48 days to
complete. In retelling these somewhat untold
tales, ‘Norway 75’ highlights more current issues
of veterans suffering mental health issues.

Andy Merry – ‘Words of Wisdom’
from the Tower of London Beefeater
14th December 2017

Ed Balls & Ruth Owen OBE – ‘My Journey:
Overcoming Life’s Great Challenges’
25th June 2018

Andy Merry, retired RM and current Yeoman
Warder at the Tower of London shared stories
from ‘London’s Castle: A Secure Fortress, Royal
Palace and Infamous Prison’ and his life as a
modern day beefeater. Andy also discussed his
personal experiences of MS and his inspirational
fundraising: his latest summiting of Mont Blanc,
challenging preconceptions of long-term illness.

Ed Balls, former Children’s Secretary, Shadow
Chancellor & MP spoke about the challenges of
public life with a stammer and is a long-time
supporter of Whizz-Kidz. Ruth Owen OBE, a
wheelchair user since childhood, is Chief Executive
of the Whizz-Kidz charity and has spearheaded
campaigns to improve NHS wheelchair provision.

Sir Paul Grant – ‘My Story’ by Former
Head Teacher of Robert Clack School
24th January 2018

Mick Dawson & Steve Sparkes –
‘The World’s Ultimate Endurance Challenge’
7th November 2018

Sir Paul Grant discussed the ‘turn around’ he
achieved as head teacher of Robert Clack
School in Dagenham. This school had a very
negative reputation at the time he joined in
1990 and was close to closing. By June 2004,
Robert Clack School was designated as ‘Outstanding’ by Ofsted and was also featured in
the prestigious Good Schools Guide.

Royal Marine veterans Mick Dawson & Steve
Sparkes participated in The Great Pacific Race,
competing against teams from across the globe:
rowing more than 2,400 miles of open water
between California and Hawaii to raise money
for Blind Veterans UK and the RMC. Upon
successfully completing the race, Steve became
the first blind person to row the Pacific.

Red Széll – First Blind Person to Climb
‘The Old Man of Hoy’
18th April 2018
Red developed Retinitis Pigmentosa, a condition
that made him blind, yet he continued climbing
and inspired by the 2012 Paralympics, realised
his dream to climb ‘The Old Man of Hoy’, a rock
stack with a vertical height of 137m (449 ft).
Red’s journey was broadcast by the BBC and
documented in his book ‘The Blind Man of Hoy’.

Forces’ Wives Challenge – Summiting the
World’s Highest Volcano, Spring 2019
21st November 2018
Patron was delighted to host this admirable
group launching their flagship event: setting
out on an adventure of a lifetime to summit the
world’s highest volcano ‘Ojos del Salado’ in Chile,
standing at 6,893 metres. In tackling this ambitious
challenge they are generating the sense of
belonging, camaraderie and teamwork that
their partners experience in the Armed Forces.

“I am overwhelmed by the incredible work
and that with Patron’s collaboration, in
excess of £2 million has been contributed
so far to The Royal Marines Charity.”
Keith Breslauer, Patron Capital Partners

Raising Awareness: Sponsorship

Lee Spencer – ‘The Rowing
Marine’ Single Leg Amputee
Lee, ‘The Rowing Marine’, proves
that there is life beyond injury as
he successfully completes a solo
and unaided rowing challenge
across the Atlantic after 61 days
alone at sea, setting new records.

Baz Gray: Challenge Antarctica
On an unprecedented solo mission to
cross Antarctica unsupported using
only human power, Baz began in Oct
2018. Phase 1 now complete, (715
miles in 39 days) with Phase 2 (1600
miles in 90 days) in Nov 2019 and he
aims to complete it all by Jan 2020.

Blind Veteran Completes
the Great Paciﬁc Race
Former Royal Marines, Mick Dawson
& Steve ‘Sparkey’ Sparkes, who
is blind, were sponsored to
compete in the world’s toughest
rowing event across the great
Paciﬁc Ocean.

Mark Ormrod has completed
his documentary ‘No Limbits’,
after Patron helped with funding.
www.markormrod.com

Former Royal Marine and Invictus
mental health ambassador
Louis Nethercott, is close to
completing a challenge to cross
the ﬁve largest islands in the
world – unsupported and using
only human power.

New Sponsorships
Forces Wives Challenge
In March 2019, Armed Forces’ partners
summited the world’s highest
volcano ‘Ojos del Salado’ in Chile.

Recreation of WWII ‘Operation Frankton: Cockleshell Heroes’

Supporting Wounded
Veterans at the Patron Oﬃce
Patron oﬀers their meeting
rooms to military charities and
accommodates special requests
including the presence of trained
anxiety dogs.

Louis Nethercott – Expedition 5

In December 2017, Keith Breslauer successfully completed ‘Frankton 75’
with a group of injured Royal Marines undergoing rehabilitation.
Retracing the 1942 ‘Cockleshell Heroes’ raid on German shipping,
the team kayaked down the Gironde Estuary, then faced a non-stop
100-mile, 3-day romp across France. Accompanied by military historian
Dr. Tom Keene, the participants retraced the route and heard an
accurate account of how the men had managed to make it through
each exhausting stage of the journey.
Rock2Recovery
Patron’s London
meeting rooms are
oﬀered for one-to-one sessions in Specialist
Change Management Coaching for military
personnel, veterans and their families organised
by Rock2Recovery, whose co-founders Jamie
Sanderson & Jason Fox spoke in June 2017 at
the Patron Greatness Lecture with Matthew
Green, author of ‘Aftershock: Surviving Peace’.

Nirmal’s Journey: Project Possible
Patron are helping Nirmal Purja MBE
(Nims) to achieve the impossible – to
climb 14 peaks in 7 months! Nims can
now give back to his homeland and
mountaineering community in Nepal.

Mentoring
Patron’s investment team have
helped Royal Marines with early
stage planning for businesses
in ﬁsheries and bushcraft.

Respite Breaks
Luxury Family Hotels
Over 100 injured RMs and their
families have received complimentary
breaks at Patron’s hotel group.
Veterans Join Patron’s Ski Trip
Disabled Israeli veterans were invited
to join the injured British veterans on
2019 ski trip, taking on many activities.

“What makes Patron unique is its holistic involvement across a wide
range of services donated, business networking, employment, training,
fundraising and respite opportunities. Their answer is never “No", always:
“Yes – How?” and that’s what makes this partnership most refreshing.”
Jonathan Ball, CEO of The Royal Marines Charity

Why The Royal Marines Charity?
The Royal Marines is world famous as the UK’s elite amphibious force – but due to the very ‘elite’ nature of this
service, the Corps suffers hugely disproportionate deaths and injuries to its size within the British Armed Forces.
Physical and psychological scars from the numerous conflicts in our living memory remain and The Royal Marines
Charity are uniquely placed to answer, react and understand, enabling Royal Marines and their families to heal
and to finally overcome adversity. But they need help...

Fundraising: The RMC’s Flagship Dinner at The Guildhall
Proceeds for the annual fundraising dinner have raised an astonishing:
£478,345 in 2016 – £657,345 in 2017 – £1 million in 2018!
The Royal Marines Charity’s Fundraising Dinner at London’s Guildhall
is a spectacular evening, which has now been established for three years
and has proven to be an enormous success, raising over £2.1m to date.
It is a truly wonderful event with performances from The Royal Marines
Band, as well as special guests of honour including General Sir Gordon
Messenger, Vice Chief of the Joint Defence Staﬀ.
Patron is proud to be the principal corporate sponsor of the annual
dinner and actively promotes the event across their wide network,
meaning they have introduced over 250 new business contacts, many
now aﬃliated as regular donors.
Past event highlights have been featured in the press, most notably
where Mark Ormrod kindly donated his beloved Bremont Royal Marines
watch as a special auction lot prize – but was shocked and humbled by
the delightfully spontaneous gesture from the two winning bidders –
they handed Mark’s watch back to him as a gift after it sold for £25,000!

The Boxing Dinner – May 2018
The Royal Marines v U.S. Marine Corps
The momentous ‘Rumble Across the Atlantic’ event began
with 8 fights at the Royal Marines Commando Training
Centre, with the grand finale held at the Royal Lancaster
Hotel in London. The evening was a spectacular and
thrilling event – complete with a stunning Royal Marines
victory and an exciting live auction that all raised over
£200,000 for The Royal Marines Charity.

Tim Street Sponsors ‘HotChillee’ Bike Ride
In July 2018, Patron’s Tim Street & Tim Swift, with
recovering Royal Marines, took on the ‘HotChillee’
bike ride (London to Paris, 100 miles in 3 days),
during the hottest days on record!
The Royal Marines Commando Challenge
In Oct 2017, the Patron ladies completed the 5km
race raising over £10k for RMC & Devon Ambulance.
The Annual Royal Parks Half Marathon
Every year, Patron’s team & charity friends run the
Half Marathon: in 2018 they raised £14k for the RMC.

UK Education Projects
The PTI
“I believe that every child deserves a great education,
inspired by knowledgeable, passionate teachers – and
that’s what the PTI delivers. This charity is a phenomenal
cause, with approximately 1,400 teachers participating
each year. The PTI is effective and efficient; it costs less
than £2 per child, per annum, thanks to the leveraging
effect of working with subject leaders and heads of
schools. Over 90 pence in every pound spent goes
directly to the charitable activities.”
Keith Breslauer of Patron, Chairman & Trustee of the PTI
Buckingham Palace Dinner

The PTI’s ‘Inspiration for Breakfast’ Lectures

Every year, Prince Charles hosts a
dinner at Buckingham Palace to
thank supporters of the PTI. Many
attendees from Patron’s network
have been invited to the prestigious
event after being introduced to this
important charity; subsequently
spreading awareness amongst their
fellow partners and organisations.

Keith Breslauer hosts an exclusive series of events
for the PTI’s supporters: ‘Inspiration for Breakfast’.
The series aims to collaborate with expert speakers
who present intellectual debate and discussion on
themes such as education, innovation and pedagogy.
The guests from 2016-2019 have included the Rt.
Hon. David Laws, Vivienne Durham, Anthony Seldon,
John Michael Schert, the Viscount Younger of Leckie
and Professor Louise Arseneault (pictured left).

Young Enterprise
■ Patron continues to support YE, engaging

with the team and offering office space for
meetings and events on a regular basis

■ Patron further offers their staff paid

time-off to volunteer in Young Enterprise
programmes

■ Young Enterprise reaches over 250,000
students a year: 16,500 students in a
range of company programmes

■ 70,000 kids in month-long programmes;

the charity works with careers & enterprise,
especially in blighted areas of the UK

The Du Boisson Dance Foundation
Patron have helped support talented young
dancers by creating £10,000 dance scholarship.

Patron Host Talk for Career Ready
Patron hosted 40 students from around
the UK at their London oﬃce, for lunch and
a presentation on career paths.
“Thank you! The teachers all said how great
the event was and the students found the
speakers’ career journeys really interesting.
Keith and Kendall were excellent – so engaging
and inspiring for young people. Such great
stories, each one was unique in its own way.”
Bethan Wood – Head of Fundraising &
Business Development at Career Ready

Holland Park Schools – Legal Project
The Patron legal team provided sixth form
students from a local state school with
corporate employment guidance through a
series of workshops, then internships were
granted to the very best students!
Kevin Cooke – Mentoring Programme
As part of the 18th Challenge, Kevin Cooke
(Patron, Development Director) provided mentoring
to 14-16 year olds with disrupted education –
a project run by charity Lifeline Projects.

Overseas – Himalayan Education Centre ‘Earthship’

.

Patron’s School Initiatives continues to support Seppi Enzio with his incredible work in Nepal. Since May 2007,
Patron, Seppi and Sunita Gurung (an experienced school teacher) have built schools in over 30 villages and the
new Himalayan Education Centre (HEC) ‘Earthship’. The original building needed major redevelopment and it
was significantly expanded to provide all the necessary teacher training facilities as well as being enhanced
and decorated to offer a pleasant, welcoming space. The HEC earthquake resistant building was completed
at the end of 2017, with a strong focus on sustainability, and now stands as a fully functional school and
hostel for young teachers. In 2018, Patron helped fund Seppi to build a guest-house as part of the training
facility so that visitors can now participate in the life of the facility. The importance and positive impact of this
project is that it spreads knowledge throughout the Makalu Valley and surrounding villages.

The Akshaya Patra Foundation UK
Over the past few years, Patron has continued
to support the Government Secondary School
Mahavetan in Rajasthan, partnered with Akshaya
Patra since 2008. Patron meets the cost of a
midday meal for all students with the majority of
the children studying coming from low income
families, unable to afford complete daily meals.
The ‘Food For Education’ programme provides a
significant incentive for children to attend school,
no longer having to work so labour intensively on
a daily basis, in exchange for the nutritious food
that is vital for a healthy and balanced lifestyle.

“Thank you for making the above possible for the pupils at the school. Truthfully, we could
not do this without you. We, and those we serve, sincerely appreciate your generosity.”
Gagandeep Kaur Bains, Operations Executive, Akshaya Patra Foundation UK

Education Institutes
The Keith and Lauren Breslauer Scholarships continue to help students
at Chicago Booth, every year enabling two exceptional new candidates to
pursue careers in Social Impact Investing. The Breslauer family additionally
contribute towards supporting students at Columbia University to
actively progress the collaboration with impact investing programmes.
"As a woman who will be continuing a career in the social impact space, it was incredibly
The effect of these generous contributions is a stronger calibre of MBA
important to be at a school that supports my work in the community and in academics...
students entering these schools, seen by improved social impact
I was honoured to be recognised in this way." Madeline King, 2017–2018
performance and broader aspirations, hopefully driving change.

Social Impact – New Charity Partnership: Whizz-Kidz
Patron have established an important new charity partnership with Whizz-Kidz, a UK organisation whose mission
is to transform the lives of disabled children by providing the equipment, support and life skills they need – presenting
them with opportunities to develop to their fullest potential and look forward to a bright future. Our united vision is
that disabled childrens’ lives are unhindered and full of fun, friendship and independence – just like any other kids’.
Employability
■ Patron have been hosting a variety of work placements/internships and have been conducting
regular special-interest sessions on business employability skills, from legal and accounting to
investment and property development, as well as providing hospitality industry opportunities.
Pro Bono Business Expertise & Introductions
■ Patron is supporting Whizz-Kidz with their project to design and provide an innovative and flexible
wheelchair which can be adapted as a person grows, meets a wide variety of medical needs
and importantly is affordable for NHS provision.
■ Patron effected introductions to injured Royal Marine combat veterans with similar interests in
developing new design wheelchairs based on their own specific experiences.
Portfolio Engagement & Networking
■ Free-of-charge use of our London office conference rooms and reception space and holding
business engagement events with key members of our networks, providing many opportunities.
■ Collaborating with our partner PowerLeague, hosting football sessions for Whizz-Kidz Clubs
and offering involvement in corporate events. Two local grants have already been received from
CALA Homes and we are now building further relationships amongst Patron’s wider network.
Cross-fertilisation with The Royal Marines
■ Introduction to The Royal Marines Charity and currently developing more potential collaborations.
■ Arranging for Whizz-Kidz children to meet some of the inspirational, disabled Royal Marines.

“Thank you for hosting a placement
for Jamil, who thoroughly enjoyed his
experience. He has highlighted that he
learnt a great deal about the business,
benefiting his current education and
career direction. This great opportunity
promoted and helped increase Jamil’s
independence, proving to be extremely
valuable. I would like to thank you for
all your support in ensuring that the
work placements were a success.”
Rowena Walker,
Regional Partnership
Manager at
Whizz-Kidz

Other Ways Patron Have Helped Society...

Patron Sponsors
HomeStraight Trek

Challenge Wandsworth –
Royal Marines Activity Day

Geraldine Schmidt –
Krav Maga Women’s Project

Kendall Langford –
The Morrocan Children’s Trust

Ian McClelland, Patron’s physical
trainer, was sponsored to lead a
mountain trek with charity
HomeStraight, helping raise
funds and awareness for those
who battle homelessness,
addiction and substance abuse.

Patron sponsored a successful
pilot initiative in London, attended
by the local mayor, where the
Wandsworth Commanding RM
Officer invited school teens to an
activity day (firefighting, combat,
climbing, nutrition, boxing &
rugby) to challenge and inspire.

This is a project spearheaded by
Geraldine Schmidt from Patron’s
Luxembourg oﬃce, which has
provided free-of-charge Krav
Maga training (self-defence), to
many vulnerable women in
London, the UK and abroad.

Kendall Langford joins 110
riders on a 200km horseback
race across the Sahara Desert,
raising over £13,000 for the
Moroccan Children’s Trust,
which aims to build a better
and brighter future for underpriviledged children in Morocco.

“Thank you for such a great weekend
of ‘mountain therapy’ surrounded by
a bright, compassionate group who
love life! They have all helped Jordan
and Sonya in their own particular way
and I haven’t seen Sonya smile so
much – she has regained a spring in
her step! The timing was perfect and I
know that Jonathan Ball is now pushing
ahead with organising a joint ski event
with the RMC and the Erez Foundation.”
Dr. Arl Allsop, Hasler Company

Skiing With Disabled Veterans
Patron’s 2019 Skiing Trip – Chamonix
Patron Capital celebrated another successful ski trip in the mountains of
Chamonix with staff, investors and local partners joining us. Through
Patron’s ongoing relationships and work with the Erez Foundation,
Hasler Company and The Royal Marines Charity, Patron this year
also hosted seven physically disabled veterans suffering mental health
issues. Providing personal guides, specialist equipment and instructors
to ensure all members could partake fully. as well as facilitating for a
dedicated doctor to attend the trip to provide all the necessary support.

Charities Helping Each Other
The RMC / PTI / Whizz-Kidz
Patron have for many years taken part in The Royal Parks Half Marathon.
Keith Breslauer’s initial idea of increasing the running team by inviting
members/associates of Patron’s chosen charities has grown exponentially
so the race is now a key event in the company’s calendar. (Everyone is
secretly competitive – but there’s still no catching up to the Marines!).
Through the marathon and various other charitable activities, the
participants from our associated charities (namely the RMC, the PTI and
Whizz-Kidz) are often introduced to one another. Subsequently, there
are current plans for each charity to actively work together on a range of
future projects, identifying and maximising the areas that happen to
cross over and filter through into society in similar ways. Another example
is as a direct result of Rock2Recovery delivering a Greatness Lecture,
they received further invitations to speak at the Army Museum and
other organisations, so were able to spread their message more widely.

And So It Spreads...
Punch / Career Ready / RMC / PTI
Patron has always encouraged its partners and organisations within
their wider network to become actively involved with charitable
activities. Patron’s investee company Punch Taverns recently raised
funds for the RMC and the PTI, taking part in the 10km Commando
Challenge and joining us in the Royal Parks London Half Marathon. They
have also (since January 2019) linked up with Career Ready to support
their mentoring programme in schools, particularly in areas of deprivation
throughout the UK. Twelve employees have already registered for the
programme on a national basis and many have now met with the schools
to become active mentors. In addition, Punch are looking to provide work
placements for the students within their chain of pubs and at their head
oﬃce to oﬀer them insight and valuable experience into the world of
work, particularly in hospitality. This activity in turn provides employees
with development opportunities and greater experience in their roles.

What’s Coming Next...
Patron Help Create ‘The Veteran Games’
The concept of The Veteran Games is to unite over 150 wounded UK
military veterans and family members, from 26th – 31st May 2019, with
a similar number of wounded Israeli military veterans for five days of
sporting competition, round table discussions and social/cultural activities in
Israel. This pioneering programme is specifically designed to be inclusive
and, through a range of collaborative activities and events, provide the
opportunity to share common experiences and profit from this interaction.
It will also enable the veterans, the participating NGOs and the other involved
parties to learn about how the two countries care for their wounded veterans.
The competition element will demonstrate the positive effect of sport in
supporting recovery, providing renewed focus and a sense of purpose
and, in many cases, help to change lives.
The sporting activities will take place at the Beit Halochem rehabilitation
facilities both in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem. These facilities look after approximately
51,000 wounded veterans and victims of terror. Sports will include swimming,
shooting, cross-fit style fitness challenges plus a chance to trial other sports.

TEAMWORK – TOGETHER EVERYONE ACHIEVES MORE

WINNER 2016
Responsible Investor of the Year
British Private Equity Awards

SHORTLISTED 2017
Pro Bono Company of the Year
Partnership with a National Charity
Better Society Awards

WINNER 2018
Corporate Social Responsibility Award
Business Culture Awards

WINNER 2017
Property Fund Manager of the Year
Property Awards

HIGHLY COMMENDED 2017
Partnership with Royal Marine Charity
Charity Times Awards

WINNER 2017
Property Fund of the Year
Annual Property Awards

HIGHLY COMMENDED 2017
Partnership with Royal Marine Charity
Business Charity Awards

WINNER 2017
Financial Services
UK Business Awards

WINNER 2016
Private Equity Investor
Laing Buisson Awards

For more information on our Initiatives work and the charities we support, please visit:
www.patroncapital.com/community
If you would like to join us, possibly help with any of our work – or if we can assist you, please call:
Keith Breslauer / Denise Goodwin on: +44 (0)20 7629 9417

Patron Capital Advisers LLP
One Vine Street, London, W1J 0AH
Tel: +44 (0)20 7629 9417 Fax: +44 (0)20 7629 9418
Email: reception@patroncapital.com www.patroncapital.com

THANK YOU

